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We present a general method by which linear quantum Hamiltonian dynamics with exponentially many de-
grees of freedom is replaced by approximate classical nonlinear dynamics with the number of degrees of free-
dom (phase space dimensionality) scaling polynomially in the system size. This method is based on general-
ization of the truncated Wigner approximation (TWA) to a higher dimensional phase space, where phase space
variables are associated with a complete set of quantum operators spanning finite size clusters. The method
becomes asymptotically exact with the increasing cluster size. The crucial feature of TWA is fluctuating initial
conditions, which we approximate by a Gaussian distribution. We show that such fluctuations dramatically in-
crease accuracy of TWA over traditional cluster mean field approximations. In this way we can treat on equal
footing quantum and thermal fluctuations as well as compute entanglement and various equal and non-equal
time correlation functions. The main limitation of the method is exponential scaling of the phase space dimen-
sionality with the cluster size, which can be significantly reduced by using the language of Schwinger bosons
and can likely be further reduced by truncating the local Hilbert space variables. We demonstrate the power of
this method analyzing dynamics in various spin chains with and without disorder and show that we can cap-
ture such phenomena as long time hydrodynamic relaxation, many-body localization and the ballistic spread of
entanglement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phase space methods recently emerged as very power-
ful tools for simulating dynamics of quantum systems typ-
ically close to some classical limit. Such methods found a
wide range of applications in many areas of science such as
quantum chemistry, quantum optics, atomic systems, quan-
tum chaos, condensed matter physics and others. Generally
these methods replace exponential complexity of simulating
quantum systems with the power law complexity of classi-
cal systems. This comes at the price of the classical dynam-
ics being nonlinear, leading to potential instabilities. Quan-
tum effects introduce additional stochastic dynamical noise
on classical equations of motion, which is usually described
by non-positive probability distribution and leads to rapidly
increasing complexity of exact simulations with time. A com-
mon approximation, where this quantum noise is neglected, is
known as the truncated Wigner approximation (TWA)1–4. At
the same time TWA accounts for the initial noise encoded in
the Wigner function describing the initial state. It is this noise
which makes TWA distinct from mean field approaches. A
standard limitation of TWA is that it is usually applicable for
a finite time, which is set by the effective Planck’s constant
and by the magnitude of nonlinearities (interactions) in the
system. TWA becomes exact either in the classical, or the
noninteracting limit4.
In strongly interacting systems far from the classical limit
standard phase space methods do not usually lead to sim-
plifications or may even result in uncontrolled approxima-
tions. However, as was demonstrated in Refs. 5 and 6 one
can partially circumvent these difficulties by increasing di-
mensionality of phase space by adding extra/(hidden) degrees
of freedom representing correlations and treating them as in-
dependent variables. Thus in Ref. 5 a set of three level (spin
one) systems was efficiently treated by first mapping them
to SU(3) representation with 8 classical degrees of freedom
per spin and then applying SU(3) TWA instead of the tradi-
tional TWA based on the SU(2) spin representation4,7 with
2 degrees of freedom per spin. This increased phase space
dimensionality allows one to map all local on-site interac-
tions to an effective on-site magnetic field, linearizing the lo-
cal part of the Hamiltonian. Thus the only source of non-
linearity potentially leading to errors due to TWA come from
the inter-spin interactions. As was demonstrated in Ref. 5
using the SU(3) representation significantly improves the ac-
curacy of TWA. Similarly, TWA was adopted to fermion bi-
linears, which can be identified as classical phase space vari-
ables6. These bilinears (or string variables) form a closed
SO(2N) Lie-algebra for N-single particle orbitals, which can
be described by a phase space of dimensionality 2N2 instead
of the naive dimensionality of 2N. In Refs. 6 and 8 it was
shown that fermion TWA accurately describes quantum dy-
namics in various non-trivial setups like a two-channel model,
expansion of interacting fermions and dynamics of the SYK
model.
In this work we extend the ideas of Ref. 5 by developing
a cluster TWA (CTWA) approach, where we treat all opera-
tor degrees of freedom confined to a cluster as independent
phase space variables. In this way we first map quantum
Hamiltonians to large N -models, where N = D2 and D is
the Hilbert space size of the cluster. Then dynamics of the
system is governed by the classical equations of motion as
in standard large-N theories (Ref. 9), with an additional in-
gredient that the initial conditions are sampled according to a
Gaussian distribution set by the initial density matrix of the
system. By construction, CTWA becomes asymptotically ex-
act as we increase the cluster size and thus gives a control-
lable expansion for simulating dynamics in quantum systems,
at least in principle. As it will be clear from our discussion,
mathematically clusters can be defined in an arbitrary way by
splitting the Hilbert space into a sum of orthogonal subspaces
(clusters) and mapping the operator basis spanning these sub-
spaces (which form a closed SU(D) algebra) into classical de-
grees of freedom. In this work we will focus into local spatial
clusters.
One of the advantages of using the phase space formalism
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FIG. 1. Visual example of CTWA evolution in phase space. The
coordinate system (A) (Black lines) parameterizes a phase space for
points {x} and functions O({x}) mapped from operators Oˆ. Points
in phase space (B) (white dots) are selected from a probability distri-
bution (C) (red blob) and evolved independently according to mean
field classical equations of motion (D) (blue traces). As evolution is
nonlinear, nearby points diverge in time. Observables are found by
averaging over all sampled points.
is that it allows one to discuss equations of motion, observ-
ables, time correlators, and initial conditions which include
both quantum and thermal fluctuations. On the formal level,
TWA can be derived by projecting exact time evolution of
the density matrix into an appropriate operator product sub-
space. In this sense TWA is very similar to mean field or the
time-dependent variational principle (TDVP)10–12. However,
because the initial Wigner function can never be represented
as a single point in this space (due to e.g. the uncertainty
principle) TWA necessarily involves a statistical mixture of
different classical trajectories (see Fig. 1) over a range of ini-
tial conditions in phase space, which generally cannot be ex-
pressed as a single mean field evolution.
This statistical mixture in phase space allows one to simu-
late build up of quantum correlations and entanglement from
initial product states, which is encoded in the classical mutual
information induced by nonlinear evolution in phase space.
Let us point that the main limitation of the cluster TWA is
rapid scaling of the phase space dimensionality with the clus-
ter size. E.g. for spin one-half systems the phase-space di-
mensionality of a cluster of size N scales as D2 = 4N . We
show that this number can be reduced to D= 2N by employ-
ing multiple conservation laws analogous to spin conserva-
tion in the standard SU(2) case. Equivalently one can under-
stand this dimensional reduction using the classical analogues
of the Schwinger boson representation of the phase space
variables. On a formal level these dimensional reductions
map classical (mean field) equations for density functions to
classical (mean field) equations for the wave functions. At the
end of the paper, following the ideas developed in Ref. 11 for
FIG. 2. Example of clustering of spins. Blue circles are physical
spins 12 , while red rectangles are the clusters. Hamiltonian dynamics
within each cluster is exact, while interactions between clusters are
treated approximately.
mean field dynamics, we comment how phase space dimen-
sionality can be reduced further by using incomplete local
Hilbert space constructed from e.g. the matrix product state
operator basis 13–15.
The rest of this paper will be structured as follows. Sec-
tions II A and II B cover the outline of the CTWA for the
two methods: Operator, and Schwinger Boson CTWA. Sec-
tion II C gives a simple example. Sections III and IV, will
give various nontrivial demonstrations of the method. Sec-
tion V outlines details of the method, including rationale for
the Wigner function and dimensional reduction of the opera-
tor CTWA.
II. CLUSTER TWA: OPERATIONAL MANUAL
Postponing a detailed discussion of the cluster TWA until
the end of the paper, let us start with a brief summary of the
method and demonstrating how it can be applied to a simple
example. For illustration of the method we will use a system
of interacting spins 12 described by the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =∑
i j
Ji jabσˆ
(i)
a σˆ
( j)
b +∑
j
B jaσˆ
( j)
a , (1)
where a,b ∈ x,y,z denote the indices of Pauli matrices and
i, j denote different spins on the lattice. The couplings Ji jab
can be either short range of long range, and both Ji jab and B
j
a
can generally be time-dependent.
A. Operator Cluster TWA
Here we describe the necessary steps for implementing the
operator CTWA.
1. Split the system into clusters labeled by indices i′, j′,
e.g. like shown in Fig. 2. Define a complete opera-
tor basis {Xˆ i′α}, α = 0, . . .D2− 1 spanning the Hilbert
space of each cluster i′, where D is the Hilbert space di-
mension of that cluster: D= 2N for a cluster of N spins
1
2 . Two examples of a complete basis are products of
Pauli matrices (section II C 1) and all rank-1 Hermitian
matrices (section V C). We will use the convention that
Xˆ i
′
0 = Iˆ is the identity operator and all the remaining op-
erators Xˆ i
′
α are traceless. Furthermore, we require that
the basis operators are trace-orthogonal:
Tr
[
Xˆ i
′
α Xˆ
j′
β
]
= Dδαβδi′ j′ . (2)
3In this way any operator Oˆi
′
within a cluster i′ can be
written as a linear combination of the basis operators:
Oˆi
′
=∑
α
oα Xˆ i
′
α . (3)
Note that the choice of clusters is not unique. More-
over a particular cluster choice can break some under-
lying symmetries like translational or (discrete) rota-
tional invariance. In this case one should simply aver-
age the results over different clustering choices, which
effectively restores these symmetries.
2. Define structure constants fαβγ :
[Xˆ i
′
α , Xˆ
j′
β ] = i fαβγδ
i′ j′ Xˆ i
′
γ
⇔ i fαβγ =
1
D
Tr
[
Xˆ i
′
γ [Xˆ
i′
α , Xˆ
i′
β ]
]
. (4)
These two definitions are obviously equivalent. The
second definition has an advantage that it can even be
applied to basis operators which do not form a com-
plete basis. Then structure constants define projectors
of the commutators to the basis spanned by {Xˆ i′α}.
3. Rewrite the Hamiltonian Hˆ in terms of cluster opera-
tors
Hˆ =∑
i′ j′
J˜i
′ j′
αβ Xˆ
i′
α Xˆ
j′
β +∑
i′
B˜i
′
α Xˆ
i′
α . (5)
The new couplings J˜ and fields B˜ may be different then
the base couplings; for example, local fields now in-
clude couplings between spins local to a cluster, as an
operator σˆ (i)a σˆ
( j)
b is linear in Xˆ
i′
α if both (i) and ( j) be-
long to the same cluster i′.
4. Identify basis operators Xˆ i
′
α to classical phase space
variables xi
′
α satisfying canonical Poisson bracket rela-
tions defined through the structure constants fαβγ :
Xˆ i
′
α → xi
′
α −
i
2
xi
′
β fαβγ
∂
∂xi′γ
; {xi′α ,x j
′
β }=−δi′ j′ fαβγxi
′
γ . (6)
These Poisson brackets are obtained from a standard
rule i[Aˆ, Bˆ]→ {A({x}),B({x})}, where A,B are func-
tions in on phase space variables {x}.
5. Using the operator identification, define the Hamilto-
nian and any observables of interest in as functions of
the classical phase space variables {x}, E.g. for an ob-
servable local to a particular cluster i′
Oˆ=∑
α
oα Xˆ i
′
α → OW ({x}) =∑
α
oαxi
′
α ; oα =
1
D
Tr[OˆXˆ (i
′)
α ],
Hˆ→ HW ({x}) =∑
i′ j′
J˜i
′ j′
αβ x
i′
αx
j′
β +∑
i′
B˜i
′
αx
i′
α , (7)
where index W indicates that this is the Weyl symbol
corresponding to the symmetric ordering. For opera-
tors linear in the cluster variables Weyl ordering does
not play a role, but for operators nonlinear in Xˆ (i
′)
α ,
which e.g. show up in various response functions it is
important. Correct ordering always follows if one uses
the Bopp representation (6).
6. Define an approximate Gaussian Wigner function
W ({x}) describing initial conditions. For simplic-
ity we only explicitly consider here pure initial states
which factorize between clusters such that W ({x}) =
∏i′Wi′({xi′α})
Wi′({x}) =
1
Z
exp
[
(xα −ρ i′α)Σi
′
αβ (xβ −ρ i
′
β )
]
. (8)
Determine the coefficients ρ i′α and Σi
′
αβ using the ini-
tial density matrix on the i′th cluster ρˆ i′ by fixing the
expectation values and fluctuations of the basis opera-
tors:
Tr
[
ρˆ i
′
Xˆ i
′
β
]
=
∫
∏
α
dxα xβWi′({x}),
Tr
[
ρˆ i
′
(Xˆ i
′
β Xˆ
i′
γ + Xˆ
i′
γ Xˆ
i′
β )
]
= 2
∫
∏
α
dxα xβ xγWi′({x}) (9)
Further discussion on this choice of Wigner function
is given in section V A; fixing the terms in this way
corresponds to matching quantum expectation values
and fluctuations with their associated values in phase
space. This choice guarantees asymptotic accuracy of
CTWA at short times.
7. Solve the classical equations of motion for phase space
variables:
dxi
′
α(t)
dt
=−{xi′α ,HW}= fαβγ
∂HW
∂xi′β
xi
′
γ . (10)
Initial conditions xi
′
α(t = 0) are randomly sampled
from the Gaussian Wigner function and independently
evolved. Note that these equations are identical to the
Dirac mean-field equations if we assume that the den-
sity matrix is always factorized. Formally mean-field is
recovered from the cluster TWA by setting the inverse
of the fluctuation matrix Σαβ in Eq. (8) to zero.
8. To find an expectation value of some observable Oˆ(t)
in Heisenberg representation at some time t > 0, aver-
age the corresponding classical function for each point
{x(t)}n in phase space, where n is the n-th sample from
the Wigner function.
〈Oˆ(t)〉= lim
N→∞
1
N
N
∑
n=1
OW ({x(t)}n) = OW ({x(t)}) (11)
The over-line represents averaging with respect to the
initial conditions sampled by the Gaussian Wigner
function.
49. If one is interested in the non-equal time correlation
functions then instead of the previous step use
〈Xˆ i′α (t1)Xˆ j
′
β (t2)+ Xˆ
j′
β (t2)Xˆ
i′
α (t1)〉 → 2xi′α(t1)x j
′
β (t2)
i〈[Xˆ i′α (t1), Xˆ j
′
β (t2)]〉= fαγν xi
′
γ (t1)
∂x j
′
β (t2)
∂xi′ν(t1)
. (12)
Here, the derivative stands for the response of x j
′
β at
time t2 due to an infinitesimal perturbation of xi
′
ν(t1) at
time t1: xi
′
ν(t1)→ xi
′
ν(t1)+ ε . To preserve causality we
assume that t1 ≤ t2, otherwise one should swap the op-
erators Xˆ i
′
α (t1) and Xˆ
j′
β (t2) and the corresponding phase
space variables (see Ref. 4 for details). Using the Bopp
operators, one may compute out of time order correla-
tors in this fashion as well.
B. Wave function (Schwinger boson) CTWA
Instead of using D2 phase space variables per cluster xα ,
one can use the Schwinger boson representation of the opera-
tors Xˆα and the associated phase space, which has dimension-
ality D. In section V D we show how a similar dimensional
reduction can also be done for the operator CTWA. The es-
sential steps for the associated TWA are very similar except
that we operate with standard bosonic field Poisson brackets.
Instead of the Schwinger boson representation one can use
e.g. an angular momentum or any other representation of the
basis operators.
1. Define the basis operators Xˆ i
′
α in the same way as in the
operator TWA (see item 1. in Sec. II A).
2. Define Schwinger boson representation of the basis op-
erators:
Xˆ i
′
α =
D−1
∑
a,b=0
bˆ†a,i′T
ab
α bˆb,i′ , (13)
where the matrices {Tα} form the fundamental repre-
sentation of the algebra spanned by the operators Xˆ i
′
α .
Here bˆ†b,i′ is the raising operator for cluster i
′ and site b,
corresponding to the b-th basis state |b〉. A simple way
to define these matrices is through first fixing some ba-
sis within each cluster like
|0〉= | ↑,↑, . . . ↑〉 (14)
|1〉= | ↓,↑, . . . ↑〉
|D−1〉= | ↓,↓, . . . ↓〉
and then defining
T abα = 〈a|Xˆα |b〉.
3. Represent the Hamiltonian (and all other observables
of interest) through the Schwinger bosons
Hˆ =∑
i′ j′
J˜i
′ j′
αβT
ab
α T
cd
β bˆ
†
a,i′ bˆb,i′ bˆ
†
c, j′ bˆd, j′ +∑
i′
B˜i
′
αT
ab
α bˆ
†
a,i′ bˆb,i′ .
(15)
4. Associate Schwinger boson creation and annihila-
tion operators with complex phase space amplitudes
bˆ†a,i′ → b∗a,i′ and bˆa,i′ → ba,i′ satisfying canonical Pois-
son bracket relations:
{b∗a,i′ ,bb, j′}=−iδabδi′, j′ . (16)
In this way, operators get mapped to functions in phase
space Oˆ→ OW (~b,~b∗). For example the Hamiltonian
(1) reads
H(~b,~b∗) =
=∑
i′ j′
Ji
′ j′
αβT
ab
α T
cd
β b
∗
a,i′bb,i′b
∗
c, j′bd, j′ +∑
i′
Bi
′
αT
ab
α b
∗
a,i′bb,i′ . (17)
5. Define an approximate Gaussian Wigner function in
terms of Schwinger bosons. For the pure state |0〉 the
Wigner function reads
W (~b,~b∗) = δ (|b0|2−1− rD)
D−1
∏
a=1
e−
b∗aba
rD ,
rD =
√
1+D−1
D
. (18)
Note that this Wigner function is not a standard Wigner
function for Schwinger bosons, which would have a
noise 1/2 per each empty bosonic mode4. The phase
space variables ba,i′ can be interpreted as wave func-
tion amplitudes in the cluster basis |0〉, . . . |D− 1〉, for
a wave function which factorizes between clusters. For
any other pure state related to |0〉 by some unitary
rotation |ψ0〉 = U |0〉 the associated Wigner function
can be obtained from the one in Eq. (18) by apply-
ing the unitary rotation to Schwinger bosons within a
cluster: ~bi′ → U~bi′ . Because any unitary transforma-
tion is canonical (it preserves the Poisson brackets) the
Wigner function and the equations of motion are in-
variant under basis transformations. More details on
this rotation can be found in section V C. As in the op-
erator case, formally mean-field can be obtained from
TWA by setting the fluctuations in the Wigner func-
tion (18) to zero. Note that for the fluctuating initial
state ∑a |ba,i′ |2 > 1 so the identification of ba,i′ with
the wave function amplitudes is only qualitative but the
equations of motion are not affected by the normaliza-
tion. More details are found in section V E.
6. Solve the classical (Gross-Pitaevskii) equations of mo-
tion for the phase space variables~b:
i
∂ba,i′
∂ t
=
∂Hw
∂b∗a,i′
, (19)
5satisfying the initial conditions drawn from the initial
Gaussian Wigner distribution. As in the operator TWA
these equations of motion are identical to the Dirac
mean-field equations of motion obtained under the as-
sumption that the wave-function factorizes over clus-
ters: |ψ(t)〉=∏i′ |ψi′(t)〉.
7. To find the expectation value of some observable Oˆ(t)
at some time t > 0 average the corresponding classical
function for each point (~b∗n(t),~bn(t)) in phase space,
where n is the nth sample from the Wigner function:
〈Oˆ(t)〉= lim
N→∞
1
N
N
∑
n=1
OW (~bn(t),~b∗n(t)) = OW (~b(t),~b∗(t)).
(20)
8. If one is interested in the non-equal time correlation
functions of some observables Oˆ(t1) and Qˆ(t2) then in-
stead of the previous step use
〈{Oˆ(t1), Qˆ(t2)}〉 → 2OW (~b(t1),~b∗(t1))QW (~b(t2),~b∗(t2),(21)
i〈[Oˆ(t1), Qˆ(t2)]〉 → {OW (t1),QW (t2)}. (22)
where {OW (t1),QW (t2)} is the usual non-equal time
Poisson bracket (c.f. Eq. (46) in Ref. 16):
{OW (t1),QW (t2)}=
i∑
a,i′
∂OW (t1)
∂b∗a,i′(t1)
∂QW (t2)
∂ba,i′(t1)
− ∂OW (t1)
∂ba,i′(t1)
∂QW (t2)
∂b∗a,i′(t1)
. (23)
C. Example: cluster TWA for four coupled spins.
Let us illustrate how one can apply cluster TWA to a sim-
ple system of four coupled spins shown in Fig. 3, which is
described by the following Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = J
3
∑
j=1
σˆ ( j)z σˆ
( j+1)
z +hx
4
∑
j=1
σˆ ( j)x . (24)
In this example one can consider clusters of size one, two,
and four. The size one cluster leads to standard TWA for
spins4, while the size four cluster leads to exact representa-
tion of dynamics by TWA. Size two clusters should be still
approximate but lead to an improved accuracy of the method
compared to the standard TWA, and will be detailed here, go-
ing through the steps highlighting how they are implemented
in this example.
1. Operator cluster TWA
1. Our model system is split into two size two clusters,
1′ ≡ L and 2′ ≡ R. The Hilbert space dimension of
the cluster is D = 4 and the dimension of the operator
basis spanning SU(4) algebra plus identity is D2 = 16.
A possible and convenient choice for the operator basis
X
1
L
X
15
R
X
6
L
X
3
R
X
15
L
X
4
L
X
1
R
X
4
R
FIG. 3. Representation of the 4-spin Ising example. Blue circles
and arrows represent the physical spins in the initial Neel state, while
red rectangles show the clusters labeled by i′ = L,R. Green arches
represent the nearest-neighbor σˆ ( j)z σˆ
( j+1)
z couplings, with the rele-
vant representation through the cluster operators XˆL,Rα . Bottom lines
represent the on-site σˆ ( j)x fields in terms of the cluster operators.
In this way the original Hamiltonian (24) exactly maps to the two-
cluster amiltonian (26)
in the first cluster (and similarly in the second cluster)
is:
Xˆ0 = Iˆ(1)⊗ Iˆ(2)
Xˆ1 = σˆ
(1)
x ⊗ Iˆ(2), Xˆ2 = σˆ (1)y ⊗ Iˆ(2), Xˆ3 = σˆ (1)z ⊗ Iˆ(2)
Xˆ4 = Iˆ(1)⊗ σˆ (2)x , Xˆ5 = Iˆ(1)⊗ σˆ (2)y , Xˆ6 = Iˆ(1)⊗ σˆ (2)z
Xˆ7 = σˆ
(1)
x ⊗ σˆ (2)x , Xˆ8 = σˆ (1)x ⊗ σˆ (2)y , Xˆ9 = σˆ (1)x ⊗ σˆ (2)z
Xˆ10 = σˆ
(1)
y ⊗ σˆ (2)x , Xˆ11 = σˆ (1)y ⊗ σˆ (2)y , Xˆ12 = σˆ (1)y ⊗ σˆ (2)z
Xˆ13 = σˆ
(1)
z ⊗ σˆ (2)x , Xˆ14 = σˆ (1)z ⊗ σˆ (2)y , Xˆ15 = σˆ (1)z ⊗ σˆ (2)z ,
where superscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and the sec-
ond site of the cluster. It is easy to check that these
basis operators satisfy the required normalization con-
ditions (2).
2. The structure constants are easy to get from the com-
mutation relations of the Pauli matrices. There are in
total 20 independent structure constants in this opera-
tor basis. Let us explicitly show a few of them:
[Xˆ1, Xˆ2] = 2iXˆ3 ⇒ f1,2,3 = 2, (25)
[Xˆ7, Xˆ10] = 2iXˆ3 ⇒ f7,10,3 = 2.
3. In terms of the cluster operators the Hamiltonian (24)
reads
Hˆ = J
(
XˆL15+ Xˆ
R
15+ Xˆ
L
6 Xˆ
R
3
)
(26)
+hx
(
XˆL1 + Xˆ
L
4 + Xˆ
R
1 + Xˆ
R
4
)
.
Note that this Hamiltonian contains only a single non-
linear coupling between the operators XˆL6 and Xˆ
R
3 .
When written in terms of Pauli matrices (single site
clusters) the Hamiltonian has three non-linear cou-
plings.
4. Identify fifteen phase space variables per each clus-
ter xL,R1 . . .x
L,R
15 satisfying the Poisson bracket relations
with the structure constants determined above.
65. Define the classical Hamiltonian HW :
HW = J
(
xL15+ x
R
15+ x
L
6x
R
3
)
(27)
+ hx
(
xL1 + x
L
4 + x
R
1 + x
R
4
)
. (28)
6. Let us consider an initial product state
|ψ0〉= | ↑,↓,↑,↓〉,
which is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with hx = 0.
Then our setup can be regarded as a quench from this
initial state. The Gaussian Wigner function for this
state factorizes into a product of left and right Wigner
functions WL and WR. For the left cluster (and simi-
lar for the right cluster) the nonzero expectation values
have only the following three operators:
〈ψ0|XˆL3 |ψ0〉= 1, 〈ψ0|XˆL6 |ψ0〉=−1, 〈ψ0|XˆL15|ψ0〉=−1.
(29)
There are 24 non-zero symmetric correlation functions
excluding the identity for the left cluster (and similar
for the right cluster):
〈
ψ0
∣∣(XˆLα)2 ∣∣ψ0〉= 1, α ∈ {1, . . . ,15} (30)
1
2
〈ψ0|{XˆLα , XˆLβ }+|ψ0〉= 1
(α,β ) ∈ [(4,13) (5,14) (6,15) (7,11)]
1
2
〈ψ0|{XˆLα , XˆLβ }+|ψ0〉=−1
(α,β ) ∈ [(1,9) (2,12) (3,6) (3,15) (8,10)] ,
where {Aˆ, Bˆ}+ stands for anti-commutator. The fact
that
〈ψ0|Xˆ28 |ψ0〉= 〈ψ0|Xˆ210|ψ0〉=−
1
2
〈ψ0|{Xˆ8, Xˆ10}+|ψ0〉= 1
implies that the phase space variables x8 and x10 should
be perfectly anti-correlated. After finding the con-
nected correlators, the associated Gaussian Wigner
functions WL and WR read
WL=
1
Z
δ (x3−1)δ (x6+1)δ (x15+1)δ (x4−x13)δ (x5−x14)
×δ (x1+ x9)δ (x2+ x12)δ (x7− x11)δ (x8+ x10)
× exp
[
−∑α∈{1,2,4,5,7,8} x
2
α
2
]
, (31)
where Z is the normalization constant. The δ -functions
can be understood as limiting cases of Gaussians and
thus are allowed in our ansatz. We see that each initial
condition must draw 12 uncorrelated numbers (6 per
each cluster).
7. Now we need to solve the system of classical equa-
tions of motion (10) for our phase space variables with
the initial conditions xL,Rα (t = 0) randomly sampled
from the left and right Wigner functions (31). There
are overall thirty equations: fifteen for left variables
and fifteen for right variables (the variables xL,R0 corre-
sponding to identity operators are obviously conserved
in time). Let us explicitly show a few of them:
∂txL4 = Jx
R
3 x
L
5 + Jx
L
14 (32)
∂txL3 =−hxL2
∂txL12 =−hxL11+hxL15− JxL1 .
8. We can now compute the expectation values of observ-
ables by averaging the corresponding Weyl symbols
computed on time-dependent phase space points over
the initial conditions. For example:
〈σˆ (1)z (t)σˆ (2)z (t)〉= 〈XˆL15(t)〉 ≈ xL15(t), (33)
〈σˆ (2)z (t)σˆ (3)z (t)〉= 〈XˆL6 (t)XˆR3 (t)〉 ≈ xL6(t)xR3 (t),
〈σˆ (1)z (t)〉= 〈XˆL3 (t)〉 ≈ xL3(t).
9. In order to compute a non-equal time correlation func-
tion, for example of the z-magnetization on the first
site, we can use Eq. (12) identifying σˆ (1)z → xL3 :
〈{σˆ (1)z (t), σˆ (1)z (0)}+〉= 2xL3(t)xL3(0) (34)
i〈[σˆ (1)z (0), σˆ (1)z (t)]〉= f3µν
(
xLµ(0)
∂xL3(t)
∂xLν(0)
)
.
In Fig. 4 we show the results of simulations using the
cluster TWA. For comparison we also show the single cluster
(conventional) TWA and exact results. For simulations we
choose specific parameters: J = 18 , hx = 1.
2. Wave function CTWA
This same example system can be done under wavefunc-
tion (Schwinger Boson) CTWA.
1. First, define the 15+1 basis operators for each of the
two clusters in the same fashion as the Operator cluster
TWA example. Define these operators as 15 4x4 matri-
ces Xˆα → T abα aˆ†aaˆb with complex coordinates for (L/R)
of ((a,a∗) / (b,b∗)). For example, the operators:
XˆL4 = Iˆ
(1)⊗ σˆ (2)x →

aˆ†0
aˆ†1
aˆ†2
aˆ†3

T 0 1 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

aˆ0aˆ1aˆ2
aˆ3
 , (35)
XˆL8 = σˆ
(1)
x ⊗ σˆ (2)y →

aˆ†0
aˆ†1
aˆ†2
aˆ†3

T 0 0 0 −i0 0 i 00 −i 0 0
i 0 0 0

aˆ0aˆ1aˆ2
aˆ3
 .
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of the staggered magnetization in the 4-spin
Transverse Ising example (see text for details). Solid black repre-
sents the exact result, while the solid (dashed) colored lines are the
results of the Operator (Schwinger Boson) CTWA. The staggered
magnetization is represented by xL3 + x
R
3 − xL6 − xR6 . CTWA dynam-
ics approach exact results with increasing cluster size.
The classical Hamiltonian HW becomes:
HW (a,b) = (a∗i a j+b
∗
i b j)
(
JT i j15+hxT
i j
3 +hxT
i j
4
)
+ J a∗i a jb
∗
kbl T
i j
6 T
kl
3 . (36)
2. Draw initial conditions for (~a,~b). For the state | ↑↓↑↓〉
the initial condition is | ↑↓〉 per cluster corresponds
to a1,b1 =
√
1+δ0 and aq,bq with q = 0,2,3 ran-
dom numbers drawn from the Gaussian probability dis-
tribution (18) with zero mean and the variance δ0 =√
1+22−1
22 ≈ 0.30902. Note that because the initial state
here is ↑↓〉 and not | ↑↑〉, it is the Schwinger bosons
a1, b1 (not a0, b0), which are special. Similarly for
| ↓↑〉 (| ↓↓〉) states the bosons a2, b2 (a3, b3) will be spe-
cial.
3. Evolve each point (~a(t),~b(t)) via Gross-Pitaevskii
equations (19), which explicitly read:
i
∂
∂ t
a0a1a2
a3
=
J h h 0h −J 0 hh 0 −J h
0 h h J

a0a1a2
a3

+J(|b0|2+ |b1|2−|b2|2−|b3|2)
 a0−a1a2
−a3
 (37)
and similarly for the b-bosons.
4. We can compute expectation values of observables by
averaging the corresponding Weyl symbols computed
on time-dependent phase space points over the initial
conditions. For example:
〈σˆ (1)z (t)σˆ (2)z (t)〉 ≈ a∗aabT ab15 , (38)
〈σˆ (2)z (t)σˆ (3)z (t)〉 ≈ a∗aabb∗xbyT ab6 T xy3 ,
〈σˆ (1)z (t)〉 ≈ a∗aabT ab3 .
The results of the simulations of the Schwinger boson
CTWA are shown in Fig. (4) using dashed lines. They
are almost indistinguishable from the operator CTWA
results.
D. CTWA and the Dirac Mean Field Approximation.
The basic idea of the CTWA (as of any other TWA) is
best summarized in Fig. 1. One first generates an initial
condition drawn from a Gaussian distribution (8) or (18).
Then the phase space variables evolve in time according to
the semiclassical (or equivalently mean field) equations of
motion (10) or (19). After that, one evaluates observables
of interest on these time evolved trajectories and repeats the
procedure; effectively averaging over initial conditions. Note
that even though classical and mean field equations are iden-
tical, TWA is not equivalent to the mean field approximation
and generally outperforms mean field in non-linear (interact-
ing) systems. TWA reduces to the mean-field approximation
only if the initial Winger function contracts to a point in phase
space and thereby suppress the initial quantum noise to zero.
The reason for such nonequivalence between TWA and
mean-field approaches in non-linear systems is that averaging
over initial conditions and time evolution are non-commuting
operations. Therefore time evolving an average trajectory is
generally very different from first solving nonlinear equations
of motion for randomly chosen initial conditions and then av-
eraging the observable of over the initial noise. In fact us-
ing short time perturbation theory one can show that CTWA
correctly reproduces exact dynamics of observables up to the
order t2, while the mean field dynamics is accurate only up
to the order t (For more details, see section V A). This obser-
vation also justifies sufficiency of the Gaussian initial condi-
tions because even if we improve further the Wigner function
matching the higher initial moments of phase point operators,
the accuracy of CTWA will remain the same because there
will be corrections of the order of t3 coming from quantum
jumps, which are beyond TWA4.
In situations where one has large statistical fluctuations,
e.g. the initial density matrix represents an infinite temper-
ature state like it was done in Ref. 11 the statistical noise
dominates over the quantum noise. This is reflected in the
Wigner function of the infinite temperature density matrix be-
ing essentially completely random. Even in those cases, we
believe, referring to the method proposed by the authors as
variational mean field approximation is somewhat mislead-
ing, because each initial condition is evolved independently
8and the averaging is done in the end. Mean field dynamics,
by construction implies that a single initial condition repre-
sents the dynamics of the whole system.
CTWA is also similar in spirit to the variational approach
proposed in Ref. 12 if we assume that the Wigner function
remains Gaussian at all time. Then instead of averaging over
initial conditions one simply has to propagate both average
and variance of phase space variables. We comment, how-
ever, that this would introduce another approximation into
the CTWA method, because for a nonlinear evolution any
initial Gaussian distribution function becomes non-Gaussian.
In some situations, for example where classical dynamics
becomes unstable, the Gaussian approximation can become
very inaccurate. A simple example where their approxima-
tion will fail would be dynamics of a particle initialized on
the top of a Mexican hat potential (see Refs. 4 and 17). In
other situations the Gaussian approximation for the Wigner
function might remain accurate even after long times.
III. APPLICATION OF CTWA TO THE
NON-INTEGRABLE ISING MODEL
As a first nontrivial example, we present the method as ap-
plied to the Ising model in a transverse and longitudinal field,
which is known to have a quantum chaotic regime. Here, we
consider the setup similar to that of Ref. 11 where we initially
polarize a single spin in the up state and follow time decay of
the magnetization. However, unlike Ref. 11 we consider two
setups of the “remaining” bath spins where i) they are pre-
pared in a pure polarized state and ii) they are prepared in a
mixed state. We consider the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =
19
∑
i=0
σˆ (i)x σˆ
(i+1)
x +0.8090σˆ
(i)
x −0.9045σˆ (i)z , (39)
with periodic boundary conditions. This set of couplings is
known to lead to the chaotic Hamiltonian satisfying the eigen-
state thermalization hypothesis18. To benchmark our CTWA
results we compare them to exact quantum dynamics for a
system of 20 spins. For the pure state initial condition we
choose |ψ〉 = | ↑↓↓ . . . ↓〉, i.e. all spins except the first one
are polarized along the −z direction. For the mixed state ini-
tial condition we uniformly sample all the bath spins from the
Bloch sphere keeping always the first spin polarized along the
positive z-axis. The latter setup is identical to the one studied
in Ref. 11.
In Fig. 5 we show time dependence of the z-magnetization
of the initially z-polarized spin for the pure state of the bath
(top) and the mixed state of the bath (bottom). For the pure
initial state the CTWA reproduces short-time coherent oscil-
lations, as well as long-time diffusive decay and thermody-
namic equilibrium. The only thing CTWA misses are the in-
termediate time oscillations of the magnetization; this mis-
take decreases for larger clusters. The agreement of CTWA
with exact dynamics is even better for the mixed initial state
of the bath.
While the accuracy of CTWA at short times can be gener-
ally expected as in standard TWA approximations, correctly
capturing the long time dynamics is highly nontrivial as TWA
often leads to an uncontrolled error4. Intuitively this fea-
ture of CTWA is not that surprising as cluster variables cor-
rectly capture short-distance quantum correlations, while the
long time/long distance dynamics is generally expected to be
classical. At least for thermalizing, nonintegrable, systems
CTWA is expected to predict accurately both short time and
long time results with the increasing cluster size as seen in
the figure (see also Ref. 6, where similar long time accuracy
of the fermionic TWA was observed).
Short time dynamics. Like the traditional TWA (see
Ref. 4 for details) CTWA is asymptotically exact at short
times, up to the order O(t2). This is guaranteed by the short
time perturbation theory for all observables. Specifically any
short time response of an observable Oˆ can be Taylor ex-
panded in time, as is detailed in section V A. Similarly, one
may heuristically argue that dynamics are exact until entan-
glement between clusters, which is treated approximately, be-
come relevant.
Long time dynamics. In CTWA we generically deal with
classical nonlinear and hence chaotic systems. For linear sys-
tems CTWA is guaranteed to be exact at all times and the
case of nonlinear integrable systems goes beyond the scope
of this paper and requires a special attention. Then the long
time steady state is expected to be described by the thermal
equilibrium:
〈Oˆ(t)〉t→∞→= Z−1
∫
d~xe−βHW ({x})OW ({x}), (40)
where β is the temperature set by the initial energy of the
system. At least for high temperatures this Gibbs distribu-
tion is equivalent to the quantum thermal distribution 〈Oˆ〉 =
Tr[Oˆe−β (E)Hˆ ]. Moreover the long time approach to the ther-
mal equilibrium, is usually described within the classical hy-
drodynamic framework and thus is compatible with CTWA.
While we do not have more mathematically rigorous ar-
guments of asymptotic equivalence of thermal classical (in
terms of cluster variables) and quantum distributions, we ob-
served that in all ergodic regimes as we increase the cluster
size CTWA correctly predicts long time behavior of chaotic
quantum systems.
Intermediate time dynamics. CTWA may miss interme-
diate time dynamics of the system, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
The mistake is usually can be controlled by increasing the
cluster size. For sufficiently large clusters the system might
enter the classical hydrodynamic regime before the mistake
due to the truncation of quantum dynamics kicks in. Then
the CTWA becomes essentially exact at all times like it e.g.
happens for the 8-site CTWA in the bottom plot of Fig. 5.
This usually happens at high temperatures and away from in-
tegrability. Close to the ground state the coherent quantum
dynamics is expected to persist for very long times and as a
result one needs to use very large clusters to capture dynam-
ics correctly at long times. This can be potentially achieved
by combining CTWA with DMRG techniques and is a subject
of future work.
9FIG. 5. Magnetization decay in a spin chain. Time dependence
of 〈σˆ (0)z (t)〉 of the initially polarized spin coupled to other spins
forming a “bath”. The top plot corresponds to the initial pure state
| ↑↓ . . . ↓〉.The bottom plot corresponds to the mixed, infinite temper-
ature, state of the bath, where all spins except one are prepared in a
random initial state. The system size is N = 20 for the pure state and
N= 16 for the mixed state; the Hamiltonian of the system is given by
Eq. (39). The inset in the top plot shows 〈σˆ (0)z (t)〉−1/N∑ j〈σ ( j)z 〉.
Both setups show initial coherent oscillations of the magnetiza-
tion followed by long-time diffusive relaxation to the thermal state.
The accuracy of the CTWA clearly improves with the cluster size.
Dashed lines are 1/
√
t diffusive asymptotes.
IV. APPLICATION OF CTWA TO THE DISORDERED 1D
HEISENBERG CHAIN
Another system to test CTWA is the 1d Heisenberg model
with evenly distributed disorder in the z-component of the
magnetic field and periodic boundary conditions:
Hˆ = J∑
〈i j〉
(
σˆ (i)x σˆ
( j)
x + σˆ
(i)
y σˆ
( j)
y + σˆ
(i)
z σˆ
( j)
z
)
+hz
N
∑
i=1
δ iσˆ (i)z ,
(41)
where δ i ∈ [−1,1]. It is well known phenomenologically
that this model undergoes a transition to the Many Body Lo-
calized (MBL) phase19 above some critical disorder strength
hz ≈ 3.5. This phase is characterized, amongst other things,
by a "memory" of initial conditions which persists indefi-
nitely, as well as a logarithmic growth of entanglement in
time after a quench. A natural order parameter to measure the
transition to MBL is the staggered z-magnetization Mˆz11,19,
which is maximal at t = 0 for a Neel initial state |ψ0〉:
|ψ(0)〉= | . . . ↑↓↑↓↑↓ . . .〉 ; Mˆz =
N
∑
i=1
(−1)iσˆ (i)z . (42)
If the system thermalizes then this order parameter decays to
zero; while in MBL non-thermal regime it decays to some
non-zero value.
Because averaging over disorder and quantum fluctuations
are commuting operations we can simultaneously update ini-
tial conditions according to the Wigner function and the dis-
order realization of the Hamiltonian. This allows one to im-
prove numerical convergence of the results and parallelize
computations if necessary.
In Fig. 6 we plot the normalized staggered magnetization
mz =
1
N
〈ψ(t)|Mˆz|ψ(t)〉,
for the initial Neel state and different strengths of disorder.
The left two plots show the results of the operator CTWA
and the right plots show wave function (Schwinger Boson)
CTWA. Both methods clearly lead to nearly identical curves.
On the top two plots we show results for a relatively small
system size N = 16, which allows for comparison with exact
diagonalization. The bottom plots show CTWA results for a
larger system size N = 64.
At short times, CTWA reproduces very well exact quan-
tum dynamics. Accuracy of CTWA clearly improves with
the cluster size. CTWA works well both at low disorder
and at high disorder, but it clearly fails to reproduce local-
ization at intermediate values of disorder. This is consistent
with earlier work20,21 observing that classical disordered spin
chains in thermodynamic limit eventually show ergodic dif-
fusive behavior. Our numerical results (bottom plots) indeed
indicate that irrespective of the cluster size long time dynam-
ics with CTWA approximation is always diffusive. Never-
theless CTWA indicates presence of MBL regime showing
longer and longer localized prethermalization plateaus with
the increasing cluster size.
This example illustrates limitations of CTWA to correctly
capture long time non-ergodic behavior. We believe that this
is not a fundamental limitation though and even in this case
CTWA can be improved by choosing a better operator ba-
sis, for example using not cluster operators constructed from
Pauli matrices but from so called l-bits22, which also form a
complete operator basis or using the basis of the matrix prod-
uct operators.23
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FIG. 6. Dynamics of the staggered magnetization in the 1d Disordered Heisenberg Chain. TOP: Comparison of exact dynamics vs
operator CTWA (left) and Schwinger Boson CTWA (Right) for varying cluster sizes and a 16-site Heisenberg chain (see text for details).
BOTTOM: long time decay of the staggered magnetization within the cluster CTWA (Left) and Schwinger Boson CTWA (Right) for a 64-site
1d Heisenberg chain. Straight lines show 1/
√
t diffusive asymptotes of the decay.
A. Entanglement entropy within CTWA
Interestingly CTWA allows one not only to extract expecta-
tion values of local observables but also get information about
entanglement of subsystems. In order to compute the entan-
glement entropy we need to treat the full density matrix of a
subsystem as an observable. For simplicity we will only con-
sider the density matrices which are either confined to a single
cluster or span two clusters. Any density matrix confined to a
cluster can be represented as
ρˆ i
′
(t) =∑
α
ci
′
α(t)Xˆ
i′
α ,
11
with some time dependent coefficient. From the orthonormal-
ity of the basis we obtain
ci
′
α =
1
D
Tr[ρˆ i
′
(t)Xˆ i
′
α ] =
1
D
Tr[ρˆ(t)Xˆ i
′
α ]
=
1
D
Tr[ρˆXˆ i
′
α (t)] =
1
D
〈Xˆ i′α (t)〉 ≈
1
D
xi′α(t),
where the last equality holds only within the accuracy of
CTWA approximation. Therefore we can rewrite the reduced
density matrix of a cluster (or similarly any sub-cluster of a
larger cluster) as
ρˆ i
′
(t)≈ 1
D∑α
xi′α(t)Xˆ
i′
α . (43)
Likewise for a reduced density spanning two clusters (or sim-
ilarly two sub-clusters) we find
ρˆ i
′ j′ ≈ 1
D2 ∑αβ
xi′α(t)x
j′
β (t)Xˆ
i′
α ⊗ Xˆ j
′
β . (44)
Note that generically for any interacting (nonlinear) Hamil-
tonian the averages xi′α(t)x
j′
β (t) do not factorize so one can
get entanglement between clusters even within CTWA like
it was recently analyzed in Ref. 21. We note that to get the
inter-cluster entanglement the presence of the noise is cru-
cial because in any noiseless mean-filed type approximations
the equality xi′α(t)x
j′
β (t) = x
i′
α(t)x
j′
β (t) always holds. The en-
taglement entropy of the particular subsystem A, which can
include one or more clusters, is evaluated according to the
standard rule:
Si
′
(t) = Tr[ρˆA(t)log2(ρˆA(t))]. (45)
In Fig. 7 we show the calculated entropy density for the
disordered Heisenberg model of size N = 16. At low dis-
order, the reduced entropy density is known to grow ballis-
tically (∼ t) before saturating at a thermal value. At high
disorder, i.e. in the MBL regime, the entanglement entropy
shows initial growth followed by intermediate time saturation
at a prethermal plateau and then eventual logarithmic growth,
consistent with the results of the exact diagonalization (see
the review. 24 and refs. therein for further details). As with
other observables accuracy of CTWA improves with increas-
ing cluster size. In contrast to the exact dynamics, the slow
logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy in the CTWA
goes hand in hand with decay of the order parameter. For this
reason the CTWA likely overestimates the slope of asymp-
totic growth of the entropy with log(t).
Using Eq. (11) CTWA also allows one to compute various
local and non-local correlation functions. Suppose we want
compute the equal time connected correlation function of z-
magnetization between sites i and j. If these sites belong to
different clusters then
〈σˆ (i)z (t)σˆ ( j)z (t)〉−〈σˆ (i)z (t)〉〈σˆ (i+∆)z (t)〉 (46)
= 〈Xˆ (i′)α (t)Xˆ ( j
′)
β (t)〉−〈Xˆ
(i′)
α (t)〉〈Xˆ ( j
′)
β (t)〉 (47)
=xi′α(t)x
j′
β (t)− xi
′
α(t) x
j′
β (t). (48)
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FIG. 7. Entropy Growth in the Disordered Heisenberg Model
Showing the Von Neumann entropy (equation (45)) for size-2 sub-
systems of a size-16 Heisenberg chain and fixed disorder realization.
Entropy is averaged over all adjacent size-2 subsystems. Black is ex-
act dynamics, colored are CTWA dynamics for various cluster sizes.
All cluster offsets were used, (eg, 4 offsets for size-4 clusters). Both
intra (equation (43)) and inter (equation (44))- cluster subsystems
were averaged. Clearly the entanglement entropy approaches the
exact result for larger cluster sizes.
where i′ ( j′) is the cluster containing site i ( j) and α and β
are the indices corresponding to representation of Pauli ma-
trices through the cluster basic operators (in general the ob-
servables of interest can be represented through linear com-
binations of the basis operators). If the sites i and j belong
to the same cluster i′ then computing the correlation function
is even simpler as the whole product 〈σˆ (i)z (t)σˆ ( j)z (t)〉 is rep-
resented through a linear combination of the basis operators
Xˆ (i
′)
α .
These correlation functions are sensitive to entangle-
ment/mutual information between different sites and like the
entanglement entropy can not be captured within mean-field
approximations as they arise, within CTWA, solely due to the
initial fluctuations which propagate differently in space-time.
In Fig. 8 we show this correlation function for the periodic
64-site XY model at zero disorder:
Hˆ =
64
∑
i=0
σˆ (i)x σˆ
(i+1)
x + σˆ
(i)
y σˆ
(i+1)
y . (49)
This Hamiltonian is well-known to be integrable and map-
pable to free fermions. In fact under an alternate operator
basis introduced in Ref. 6 the TWA dynamics for this model
become exact. This emphasizes that basis choice {Xˆ i′α} can be
important for the accuracy of CTWA. The connected correla-
tor clearly approaches the exact result for larger cluster sizes,
and is nonzero even far outside the span of a cluster, indicat-
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FIG. 8. The connected correlator for the 1d XY spin chain as
outlined in Eqs. (46), (49). Ballistic growth of entanglement is well
encoded in the correlations of the semiclassical phase space, im-
proving with cluster size. Color encodes strength of the expectation
value of the connected correlator 〈σˆ (i)z σ (i+∆)z 〉c.
ing that entanglement information can be well encoded in the
phase space.
V. CTWA DETAILS
In this section we elaborate some details of CTWA, start-
ing from how one can define and sample the Gaussian Wigner
function as well as detail implementing efficient CTWA dy-
namics. We will also provide some additional justifica-
tions for the choice of initial conditions and comment on
connections between operator and Schwinger boson CTWA
schemes.
A. The Gaussian Wigner function for operator CTWA.
We formally introduced the Gaussian Wigner function in
Eqs. (8) and (9). For simplicity we will consider here, as
before, only product state initial density matrices such that
the Wigner function also factorizes. For this reason we can
drop the cluster index in the notation Wigner function in this
section. For completeness we repeat its definition here:
W ({x}) = 1
Z
exp
[
(xα −ρα)Σαβ (xβ −ρβ )
]
, (50)
Tr
[
ρˆXˆβ
]
=
∫
∏
α
dxα xβW ({x}),
Tr
[
ρˆ(Xˆβ Xˆγ + Xˆγ Xˆβ )
]
= 2
∫
∏
α
dxα xβ xγW ({x}).
While our Gaussian choice for the Wigner function looks a
little ad-hoc, there are several reasons justifying such choice
(beyond the fact that it is easy to sample):
• Standard TWA, which is formally controlled by h¯ or
1/S in the spin models with large S corresponding to
the classical limit is only accurate to the order h¯2 or
1/S2 (see Ref. 4). For this reason one can approxi-
mate the Wigner function to the same order without
the loss of accuracy. For pure spin states, e.g. states
polarized along the z-axis, higher order cumulants are
suppressed25 by powers of 1/S and so it is only neces-
sary to correctly describe first two cumulants: the mean
and the variance. Any mixed state can be represented
as a statistical mixture of pure states, so the associ-
ated Wigner function can be approximated as a sum of
Gaussian distributions with non-negative weights. In-
terestingly in Ref. 5 it was observed numerically that
in the SU(3) case the Gaussian Wigner function results
in a slightly better approximation to dynamics than the
exact Wigner function. On passing we note the Gaus-
sian approximations to the density matrices represent-
ing quantum statistical ensembles close to the classi-
cal limit also correctly capture leading quantum cor-
rections to the corresponding classical probability dis-
tributions26.
• Fixing second moments of the Wigner Function en-
sures that CTWA is asymptotically exact at short times
up to the order O(t2), which is the same accuracy as
normal TWA. Similarly, the mean-field approximation,
which sets all fluctuations to zero, is only accurate to
the linear order in time. This can be seen by Taylor
expanding the evolution of some operator Oˆ. In lin-
ear order the response will be determined by the initial
expectation value of the commutator 〈ψ0|[Oˆ, Hˆ]|ψ0〉,
which is by construction is linear in cluster variables
for any product state |ψ0〉. In the next t2 order,
the response will involve expectations values of the
higher order commutators like 〈ψ0|[[Oˆ, Hˆ], Hˆ]|ψ0〉. It is
straightforward to check that such double commutators
will involve only linear or quadratic terms in the clus-
ter operators, which are again guaranteed to be exactly
reproduced by the Gaussian Wigner function. We point
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in this respect that absence of fluctuations in initial con-
ditions in dynamic mean-field approximations gener-
ally leads to the mistake in the expectation value of the
double commutator and hence leads only to accuracy
up to the linear order in t. Therefore initial quantum
fluctuations encoded in the width of the Wigner func-
tion guarantee the correct short time dynamics. Beyond
the order t2 there are generally quantum jump contri-
butions to the dynamics, which go beyond TWA4, and
so going beyond the Gaussian approximation of the
Wigner function will generally not improve the accu-
racy of CTWA, at least at short times.
The importance of fluctuations is shown in figure 9,
where dynamics of the disordered Heisenberg model
are compared to that of mean-field CTWA. Clearly,
without fluctuations, the second derivative of the ob-
servable (eg, O(t2)) is not correctly approximated.
• The exact Wigner function, which can be e.g. obtained
from a Schwinger boson representation of the basis op-
erators Xˆα has a huge (exponential in the cluster size)
amount of noise in the system. It follows from the
fact the each unoccupied Schwinger boson has a 1/2
quantum noise, and the number of Schwinger bosons
is equal to the Hilbert space dimension of the cluster.
This huge noise is both unphysical and would make
long time dynamics uncontrollable leading to the same
issues which traditional TWA faces due to diverging
ultraviolet noise coming from zero point fluctuations
of vacuum modes3. The Gaussian Wigner function we
are using here does not have this problem and the quan-
tum noise does not diverge with the increasing cluster
size. Empirically, we find that this not only allows us
to do controlled accurate simulations of quantum dy-
namics, but in many cases CTWA with the Gaussian
Wigner function accurately predicts both the short time
dynamics and the long time thermalization.
B. Alternate Operator Basis for Operator CTWA
In the previous sections we use an operator basis of prod-
ucts of Pauli matrices (see Sec. II C 1) because it has transpar-
ent physical interpretation. However for sampling purposes it
is more convenient to use the basis of rank 1 matrices Yˆnm,
n= 0,1 . . .D−1, m= 1,2 . . .n, defined as:
m= n Yˆnn = |n〉〈n|,
m< n Yˆ (+)nm =
1√
2
(|n〉〈m|+ |m〉〈n|),
Y (−)nm =
i√
2
(|n〉〈m|− |m〉〈n|),
where |n〉 is the n-th state in the standard product basis of
spins polarized in the z-direction. As in the main text we use
the convention that |0〉 = | ↑↑ . . . ↑〉, |1〉 = | ↓↑ . . . ↑〉, . . . ,
These operators are explicitly Hermitian clearly forming a
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FIG. 9. Mean Field dynamics for the Disordered Heisenberg
model (41), neel initial condition, and staggered magnitization ob-
servable (42), averaged over disorder hz = 10. Clearly for increased
cluster size dynamics approach exact results, and fluctuations are
required to reproduce dynamics at short times.
complete operator basis. The structure constants for these op-
erators are easy to find from the commutation relations, e.g.
[Yˆ (+)nm ,Yˆ
(−)
pq ] =
i√
2
(
δmpYˆ
(+)
nq +δnpYˆ
(+)
mq −δnqYˆ (+)mp −δmqYˆ (+)np
)
. (51)
As is shown in section V C, any product state wave func-
tion initial condition can be mapped from an initially Z-
polarized state |ψ〉= |0〉. Thus, defining the Wigner function
for this state is sufficient to define any Wigner function. For
this state, the correct sampling of the phase space coordinates
ynm is given by:
y00 = 1, y
(+)
n0 =
δn√
2
, y(−)n0 =
σn√
2
, ynm = 0, m 6= 0. (52)
Here δn and σn are independent Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and unit variance. The proof of Eq. (52) is
rather straightforward. First of all let us observe that in the
state |ψ〉= |0〉 only the operator Yˆ00 has a non-vanishing ex-
pectation value
〈0|Yˆ00|0〉= 〈0|0〉〈0|0〉= 1 = y00.
This expectation value is obviously reproduced by the chosen
distribution function
〈0|Yˆ 200|0〉= 1 y200 = 1
〈0|{Yˆ (+)0p ,Y (+)0q }+|0〉= δpq 2y(+)0p y(+)0q = δpq (53)
〈0|{Yˆ (−)0p ,Y (−)0q }+|0〉= δpq 2y(−)0p y(−)0q = δpq.
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It is easy to verify that the expectation value of all other an-
ticommutators vanish; likewise all other correlations of the
associated phase space variables vanish too.
C. General initial conditions for Operator CTWA
As mentioned above, any product state within a cluster
can be mapped from the Z-polarized state via some rotation.
This may generally be done via a unitary coordinate rotation
xα →Uαβ xβ . Sometimes it is easier to to do instead a local
(intra-cluster) Hamiltonian evolution, where CTWA is exact.
For example, for the state | ↓↑↑〉 we can sample a point from
the Wigner function corresponding to the state |0〉 = | ↑↑↑〉,
then evolve the Hamiltonian Hˆ = σ (0)x for time t = pi . It is
easy to prove that this way of sampling the initial conditions
is equivalent to sampling from the Gaussian Wigner func-
tion corresponding to the state | ↓↑↑〉. In this way, the initial
states mentioned in the paper can be readily generated. E.g.
for the Neel state one can first sample the state |0〉 and then
apply the Hamiltonian Hˆ = ∑i even σˆ
(i)
x for time t = pi . The
Wigner function for a random state of the Ising example was
produced in a similar fashion by applying the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = ∑i hixσˆ
(i)
x + hiyσˆ
(i)
y + hizσˆ
(i)
z for t = pi with the randomly
chosen magnetic fields~h and so on.
D. Dimensional Reduction for Operator CTWA
Intriguingly, for a Gaussian Wigner and pure initial state,
the complexity of the system can be reduced from D2 to 2D.
To see this let us define a Hermitian matrix y consisting of
elements ynn on diagonal , ymn = 1/
√
2(y(+)mn − iy(−)mn ) on the
upper triangular and ynm = 1/
√
2(y(+)mn + iy
(−)
mn ) on the lower
triangular. From Eq. (53) it follows that the only nonzero
matrix elements of y are y00 = 1, y0n and yn0:
y=

1 δ1−iσ12
δ2−iσ2
2 . . .
δD−iσD
2
δ1+iσ1
2 0 0 . . . 0
δ2+iσ2
2 0 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
δD+iσD
2 0 0 . . . 0
 . (54)
This matrix has only 2 non-zero eigenvalues λ±, allowing
us to express it as
y= λ+|ψ+〉〈ψ+|+λ−|ψ−〉〈ψ−|, (55)
where |ψ±〉 are the eigenvectors of y corresponding to the
two non-zero eigenvalues λ±, which can be obtained from
the characteristic polynomial:
f (λ ) = (−λ )D−2
(
(1−λ )(−λ )− 1
4
D−1
∑
i=1
(δ 2i +σ
2
i )
)
. (56)
Then the only two non-zero eigenvalues are
λ± =
1
2
± 1
2
√
1+
D−1
∑
i=1
(δ 2i +σ2i ). (57)
The eigenvalues can be intepreted as quasi-probabilities,
since λ++λ− = 1. Note that, one the eigenvalues is always
positive and the other is always negative. Alternatively one
can think of them as the components of an auxiliary spin 1/2
degree of freedom per cluster. Note that the eigenvalue only
depends on the sum of all the δi and σi. Given that they are
Gaussian i.i.d. variables, the eigenvalues converge to
λ± ≈ 12 ±
1
2
√
2D−1≈ 1
2
±
√
D
2
, (58)
in the large D limit. Fluctuations in the eigenvalues from re-
alization to realization are subleading and of order O(D1/4).
The eigenvectors on the other hand become,
〈0|ψ±〉=
√
λ 2±
λ 2±+1/2
,
〈i|ψ±〉=
√
λ 2±
λ 2±+1/2
δi+ iσi
2λ±
∀ i> 0. (59)
For sufficiently large clusters this behaves as
〈0|ψ±〉 ≈ 1,
〈i|ψ±〉 ≈ ±δi+ iσi√
2D
∀ i> 0. (60)
Both eigenvectors of y are therefore the initial state |0〉 sup-
plemented by exponentially small noise in cluster size. This
is the primary reason why CTWA doesn’t suffer from any
problematic noise accumulation. Indeed, from (54) it might
have appeared that CTWA is adding an exponential amount
of noise to the initial conditions. However, the above analysis
shows that it actually results in exponentially large eigenval-
ues with exponential suppression of the fluctuations in each
of the eigenvectors. It can be shown using the equations of
motion (10) that these eigenvalues are conserved in time, and
thus the noise remains confined at all times.
We can use conservation of λ± to further reduce the num-
ber of equations of motion for the phase space variables from
naive O(ND2), where N is the number of clusters to O(ND).
For example, if we have two clusters denoted by L and R and
a Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = HˆL+ HˆR+ JVˆLVˆR
then equations of motion for the variables ynm are equivalent
to equations of motion for the states |ψ±〉 with each cluster.
Thus:
i∂t |ψL±(t)〉= HˆL|ψL±(t)〉+ JVˆL|ψL±(t)〉×
×
(
λ (R)+ 〈ψR+(t)|VˆR|ψR+(t)〉+λ (R)− 〈ψR−(t)|VˆR|ψR−(t)〉
)
, (61)
and similarly for the right two eigenvectors. At the end of
the evolution the phase space variables ynm(t) for each for the
clusters are obtained from the state vectors |ψ(L,R)± 〉 according
to Eq. (55). Let us comment that clearly this way of simulat-
ing dynamics of cluster variables bears many parallels with
Schwinger boson CTWA simulations, which we will discuss
in some detail below.
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E. Gaussian Wigner function for Schwinger bosons
In the previous section we discussed that the 4N complex-
ity of the cluster variables can be reduced to 2N complexity
by the appropriate sampling of the matrices by vectors and
evolving these vectors like wave functions (c.f. Eq. (55) and
the following discussion). It is interesting that the two eigen-
values λ± appearing in this sampling (c.f. Eqs. (55) and (61))
can be interpreted as discrete quasi-probabilities as they do
not evolve in time. As we discussed λ− < 0 so we are ef-
fectively dealing with negative quasi-probabilities (alterna-
tively the two numbers λ+ and λ− represent couplings to z-
components of one auxiliary spin per cluster, which does not
evolve in time). This of course does not create a severe sign
problem because we only have a single negative number per
cluster containing exponentially many variables.
Instead of this sampling of the operator variables, one can
directly work with Schwinger bosons (see Sec. II B). There
we are dealing with O(2N) independent complex numbers
from the beginning. It is interesting that reproducing all fluc-
tuations of the basis operators in the language of Schwinger
bosons also requires a single negative quasi-probability per
cluster. This is mathematically related to the fact that we are
dealing with the Fock state containing one boson.
In the Schwinger boson representation the basis operators
are expressed through the bilinears of creation and annihila-
tion operators bˆ†a, bˆa and the corresponding phase space vari-
ables are represented similarly through the complex bosonic
fields b∗a,ba satisfying canonical poisson bracket relations
{b∗a,bb}=−iδab (c.f. Refs. 4 and 5):
Xˆα = bˆ†aT
ab
α bˆb, xα = b
∗
aT
ab
α bb. (62)
Here Tα are the D-dimensional matrices realizing the SU(D)
algebra with the structure constants fαβγ :
[Tα ,Tβ ] = i fαβγTγ .
In the fundamental (spin one/half) representation of the group
we work with the total number of Schwinger bosons should
be one:
nˆ=∑
a
bˆ†abˆa = Iˆ.
Because nˆ is conserved in time for any Hamiltonian expressed
through the spin operators Xˆα one only needs to impose this
constraint at initial conditions. Physically the Schwinger bo-
son simply labels the expansion of the wave function of the
system in some basis, e.g. given by Eq. (14) and the matrices
Tα are simply given by the matrix elements of the correspond-
ing basis operators Xˆα in this basis: T abα = 〈a|Xˆα |b〉.
As in the case with clusters in order to reproduce correctly
initial conditions for any pure state it is sufficient to reproduce
them for the state |0〉 = | ↑↑ . . . ↑〉, which is in the language
of Schwinger bosons is represented as |100 . . .0〉. In principle
one can use the exact Wigner function for this state, which is
given by the product of the Wigner function of the Fock state
with one boson for the boson b0 and of the Wigner functions
corresponding to the vacuum state for all other bosons:
Wsb(~b,~b∗) = L1(4|b0|2)
D−1
∏
a=0
e−2|ba|
2
(63)
This choice of the Wigner function is very inconvenient for
large clusters as it leads to exponentially hard sampling and
very large errors in the long time limit. The reason behind
is that each vacuum mode contributes noise of the order of
unity to any basis operator and hence the total number of
noise in the system scales exponentially with the cluster size
N. Moreover, we checked numerically that even if we can
circumvent the sampling problem for moderate size clusters,
this Wigner function leads to large, essentially uncontrolled,
mistakes at long times. The reason is that under nonlinear
TWA equations this noise describing virtual vacuum excita-
tion can deplete leading to negative occupation numbers of
empty modes. In fact, this problem is very well known in
standard bosonic TWA through spurious dependence of long
time TWA dynamics on ultriviolet cutoff3.
We find that it is much more convenient and accurate to
use a phenomenological Wigner function, which fixes first
and second moments of the basis operators in the initial state:
〈Xˆα〉=∑
ab
T abα
∫
d~bd~b∗W (~b,~b∗)b∗abb, (64)〈{Xˆα , Xˆβ}+〉= 2 ∑
ab,cd
T abα T
cd
β
∫
d~bd~b∗W (~b,~b∗)b∗abbb
∗
cbd .
It is easy to check that for the state |100 . . .0〉 the Wigner
function like in the exact case factorizes into the product of
w0(b0,b∗0) corresponding to the occupied boson and the prod-
uct of identical Wigner functions describing empty modes:
W (~b,~b∗) = w0(b0,b∗0)
D−1
∏
a=1
w1(b∗a,ba). (65)
In order to fix the correct expectation values and fluctuations
of the basis operators in the | ↑ . . . ↑〉 state it is sufficient to
consider only one diagonal and one off-diagonal operator, e.g.
σˆ (1)z and σˆ
(1)
x . It is easy to see that all other diagonal and
off-diagonal operators are obtained from these two by per-
mutations of Schwinger bosons b1, . . .bD−1. Because those
have identical distributions such permutations do not affect
any expectation values. Then the four non-equivalent expec-
tation values we need to reproduce are
1 = 〈σ (1)z 〉= |b0|2−|b1|2+ |b2|2−|b3|2+ . . .= |b0|2−|b1|2,
0 = 〈σ (1)x 〉= b∗0b1+b∗1b0+b∗2b3+b∗3b2+ . . .,
1 = 〈
(
σ (1)z
)2〉= |b0|4+(D−1)|b1|4−2|b0|2 |b1|2−D(|b1|2)2,
1 = 〈
(
σ (1)x
)2〉= 2|b0|2 |b1|2+(D−2)(|b1|2)2.
The second equation is trivially satisfied because for the Fock
state the Wigner function cannot depend on the phases of the
bosons. Combining the first and the last equation and assum-
ing that for the empty modes (b1) we can use the Gaussian
ansatz such that |b1|4 = 2(|b1|2)2 ≡ 2σ41 we find
Dσ41 +2σ
2
1 −1 = 0 ⇒ σ21 =
√
1+D−1
D
. (66)
exactly as in Eq. (18). Plugging this into the remaining two
equations we find
|b0|2 = 1+σ21 ,
|b0|4 = 2−2(D−2)σ41 . (67)
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It is easy to see that this condition can not be satisfied with
a positive probability distribution for any D ≥ 2. We find
empirically in all examples we simulated that one can simply
suppress fluctuations in |b0|2 all the way to zero like we did in
Eq. (18) without affecting accuracy of TWA both at short and
at long times. This means that Eq. (64) is not fully obeyed.
In particular, the expectation value of σˆ2z is not reproduced
correctly by the simplified Wigner function. However, this
expectation value does not enter the linear response and thus
does not affect the accuracy of the short time dynamics. It
is equally unimportant in the long time limit. One can check
that in order to satisfy Eq. (67) one can choose an appropri-
ate discrete probability distribution for |b0|2 characterized by
one positive λ+ and one negative λ− probabilities in direct
analogy with eigenvalues λ± discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Interestingly the expectation value of the identity op-
erator 〈0|Iˆ|0〉 = ∑ j |b j|2 scales as
√
D in the large D limit,
which implies that one has to be cautious in literary iden-
tifying Schwinger bosons with the components of the wave
function. However, the identity operator (equal to the total
Schwinger boson number operator) is conserved in time and
does not affect expectation values of any traceless operators
we are interested in.
As a final comment, remarkably the Schwinger boson
Wigner function with the noise set by Eq. (66) is much more
physical than the exact Wigner function. At larger D we oc-
cupy each empty mode with 1/
√
D noise such that the to-
tal amount of noise in the system is always of the order of
one, independent of the cluster size, as in the operator CTWA
method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we developed a general method for simulat-
ing dynamics of interacting quantum systems using cluster
semiclassical (truncated Wigner) approximation, which we
termed CTWA. The method is based on first including var-
ious local correlations within a cluster as additional degrees
of freedom effectively increasing the phase space dimension-
ality and then utilizing the TWA in this higher dimensional
space. As particular illustrations of CTWA we focus on quan-
tum spin one-half chains, which we split into clusters of size
N. Each cluster is spanned by D2 = 4N basis operators form-
ing a closed SU(D) algebra. These operators are then treated
as high-dimensional spin components. The number of de-
grees of freedom can be further reduced to D= 2N either us-
ing the Schwinger boson representation of the operators or
using other decompositions of operators into products of D-
dimensional vectors, which can be alternatively sampled and
propagated. Formally CTWA equations are identical to the
mean field equations for the density matrix if we use opera-
tors as classical variables and to the mean field equations for
the wave function if we use the Schwinger Boson representa-
tion.
A crucial difference between CTWA and mean field is the
presence of fluctuations in initial conditions encoded in the
initial Wigner function. These fluctuations allow CTWA to
correctly reproduce short time dynamics to a higher order
in time than the mean field. They also allow capturing en-
tanglement between subsystems and accurately reproducing
local and non-local connected correlation functions of vari-
ous observables via the classical mutual information in phase
space, which are beyond mean field approximations. To avoid
the unphsyical exponential in the cluster size noise in initial
conditions we use the Gaussian approximation to the Wigner
function. The parameters of the Gaussian are chosen such that
the Gaussian Wigner function reproduces the expectation val-
ues and fluctuations of the basis operators in the initial state.
We demonstrate the method simulating dynamics in vari-
ous strongly coupled spin-chains with and without disorder.
As computational difficulty scales linearly in system size, we
simulate both small 1D systems (to allow for comparison with
exact diagonalization) as well as in larger systems. In all the
cases CTWA predictions approach exact results with an in-
creasing cluster size. In thermalizing regimes we find nu-
merically that CTWA accurately captures the long time ther-
mal phase and the hydrodynamic (diffusive) approach to the
equilibrium. In the MBL regime CTWA reproduces the in-
termediate time localization plateau but eventually predicts
thermalization, with thermalization time increasing with the
cluster size. We also demonstrate that CTWA predictions for
entanglement closely resemble exact results.
While in this work we focused on a particular cluster
choice of phase space variables we note that the method can
be applied to any operator basis {Xˆα} which forms a closed
algebra, as long as the Hamiltonian and observables of inter-
est can be expressed through sums and products of these basis
operators. The basis operators then map to phase space vari-
ables, which evolve in time according to the corresponding
classical Hamiltonian equations of motion. Note that as the
operator algebra is invariant under any unitary transforma-
tion, one can take some fixed operator basis unitarily evolve
{Xˆα} → {Uˆ†XˆαUˆ} to form a new (nonlocal) operator basis
and then apply CTWA. We expect that in this way one can
further improve accuracy of the method. One can also gen-
eralize CTWA to the situations where we deal with the ap-
proximate operator basis, which does not form a closed al-
gebra, e.g. a Matrix Product State basis like the one used
in Refs. 10–12 in the context of time-dependent variational
method. Technically this can be done by using the second
of Eqs. (4) defining the structure constants. In this way one
effectively projects the commutator between any two basis
operators to the subspace spanned by these operators. Finally
one can combine the cluster CTWA with the fermionic TWA
developed in Ref. 6 to describe dynamics of strongly interact-
ing fermionic systems.
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